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Flags of the Night Sky, by A. G. Bordeleau (Springer, Heidelberg), 2or4. pp.
34r; z3-5 x r5.5 cm. Price {19.951$lq-ggl€21.44 (paperback, ISBN 978 r
4614 o9z8 r).

The book promises to "...cata1ogue every current national flag that has a
1ink, no matter how tenuous, to asuonomy and its objects." In addition, there
are some historical andlor non-national (1.e., state, provincial, erc.) flags. Of
course, some links are quite tenuous, others less so: the chapter on Brazil covers
seventy-two pages while many countries get less than one page. My knowledge
of vexillology (yes, I admit that this book was my first encounter with the term)
is considerably poorer than my knowledge of astonomy, though like maps I've
always found flags and their history interesting. Flowever, the information on
the flags the history of which I am familiar with is correcr, so I assume that this
is the case for the others as well.The astronomical information is fine, as would
be expected from a published amateur astronomer and planetarium lecrurer.
Probably only in this book could one find detailed connections between
vexillology and astronomy, e.g., "Sigma Octantis ... magnitude 5.47 ... is the
dimmest star displayed on any national flag." Probably most readers will learn
many new things from this book, about flags, astronomy, or kroth, though of
course the basic astronomical information might be a bit tedious for those with
a reasonably good knowledge of the fie1d. There are many interesting historical
tidbits, however, which might not be familiar to all, such as the changes in the
constellations from Ancient Greek times to the present (e.g., all of Libra was
once considered to be the claws of Scorpius).

Except for the last, all seven chapters are roughiy the same length, though the
number of countries covered by each varies considerably. After the first (and
longest) chapter on Brazil, the next is devoted to the Southern Cross, and the
third to the northern hemisphere*, where no modern national flag features a
constellation (so state, provincial, teffitorial, and even municipal flags are
covered). The remaining chapters cover flags featuring the Sun, the Moon,
and stars (though as symbols without any connection ro astronomy per se),
the last in two chapters, one for each hemisphere (though this division is not
clear from the table of contents). All of the chapters, not iust the one on the
northern hemisphere, discuss not only national but also some non-national flags
(though not exhaustively 

- for example, only some representative examples
of astonomical flags from hamlets in the canadian Northwest Territories are
presented). T'he first five chapters contain a brief discussion of the astronomy
and astrophysics ofthe corresponding part ofthe sky.

After a flag is introduced, the history of the flag and/or details of the relevant
astronomical obiects are discussed. Both the flags and the astronomicai objects
are illustrated with many high-quality colour picrures (considering which the
price is quite reasonable, especially for a book of this length). At the end of
each chapter both vexillological and astronomical sources are listed, many as
URLs. In addition, the source of the image of each flag is mentioned in the
coffesponding caption. (Many references are toruflikipedia and to conkibutions
by the likes of Steakheife and Nightstallion.) There is no index, bur such a
book does not need one. r]seful are t}re two glossaries of vexillological and
astronomical terms; few readers will be familiar with all terms in both. The
production is up to the usual high Springer standard. I noticed only a few
typographical errors or other small mistakes in the text. The English is flne,
even though the author's first language is French.

The author mentioas a couple of things which I had always wondered about,
such as the fact that the crescent Moon in many flags looks more like the Sun
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during an annular eclipse (shortly before or after maximum coverage of the Sun
by rhe Moon) and the presence of stars which should be hidden by the dark
part of the Moon. The reader can also learn what is the only national flag to
use the colour purple, which two display a map of the corresponding country,
which is the only with different obverse and reverset, and details of the history
of various flags, including a South Carolina flag which was in use for only three
days. (Interestingly, the section on the US flag conrains almost no history,
perhaps because such information is easily available elsewhere. On the other
hand, it looks toward the future with an image of a possible sr-star US flag
should Puerto Rico (currently an unincorporated US territory) become a state

- it voted to do so in a referendum in zorz.)
I recommend the book to anyone with an interest, even a minor one, in

vexillology. Of course, it.is aot intended as an introductory astronomy book,
but I can imagine that it might spark an interest in some readers who might
otherwise have no occasion to learn any*ring about astronomy. - PHIIJIP
Hsr-nlc.

*In this review, "hemisphete" refers to the Earth, not the celestial sphere.

iApart from t}le fact, of course, that the reverse is usuafu a minor-image of the obverse (and letters,
words, and concrete images are never reversed even ifthe basic design is).
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